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Learn More About Alexa
Alexa Randolph is an author, blogger and podcaster. She graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
Communications from Michigan State University.
Once she graduated, she was in a bad car accident and was diagnosed with Central Pain Syndrome.
It has been a rough road for her. She became an advocate for the Central Pain Syndrome Foundation
where she hopes to bring awareness to those who suffer.

Not everyone understands what it’s like be in pain, but look completely healthy
on the outside. There are so many people suffering and don’t have support or a voice.
I want to be the voice that helps those who can’t.” - Alexa Randolph
With Love, Ella- a women’s fiction and romance novel about an event planner named Ella, and
Quarterback, Daniel who have been together for years. They are finally ready to take the next step and
get married, but they receive devastating news. Will they be able to get married and live happily ever
after, or will tragedy get in the way?
• Daniel, Ever After- is the sequel to With Love, Ella. It is the story of Daniel Collins and Molly
Jackson who are both lost in their own worlds. They recently lost the most important people
in their lives. They are connected in so many ways but are complete strangers. They are barely
hanging on, but a drunken encounter sends them over the edge of despair. Can they bring each
other out of their misery, or will it be too late?

Blog and Podcast
• Forever Strong and With Love, Alexa are a blog
and podcast about raising awareness for Central
Pain Syndrome and the day to day life of living with
with grief, different treatment options as well as
talking with specialists.
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